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THE UNIVERSITY OF MICHIGAN – ANN ARBOR
MEDICAL SCHOOL

Family Medicine

Parker Featherstone, Ebony C., M.D., Clinical Lecturer in Family Medicine, effective September 3, 2009 to August 31, 2010, from the University of Michigan, Ann Arbor, Michigan

Internal Medicine

Farrehi, Peter M., M.D., Clinical Assistant Professor of Internal Medicine, effective October 1, 2009 to September 30, 2012, from the Flint Cardiovascular Associates, Flint, Michigan

Neurosurgery

Fletcher, Jeffrey, M.D., Clinical Assistant Professor of Neurosurgery, effective October 1, 2009 to September 30, 2014, from the Michigan State University, East Lansing, Michigan

Pediatrics and Communicable Diseases

Shah, Prachi E., B.A., Clinical Assistant Professor of Pediatrics and Communicable Diseases, effective October 19, 2009 to August 31, 2010, from the Baylor College of Medicine, Houston, Texas

Psychiatry

Bloor, Lindsey E., Ph.D., Clinical Assistant Professor of Psychiatry, effective October 19, 2009 to October 18, 2010, from the Long Beach VA Healthcare System, Long Beach, California

Blackwood, Karla, M.D., Clinical Instructor in Psychiatry, effective October 19, 2009 to October 18, 2010, from the Center for Forensic Psychiatry, Ann Arbor, Michigan

Duffy, Susan M., M.D., Clinical Instructor in Psychiatry, effective October 1, 2009 to September 30, 2010, from the University of Iowa, Iowa City, Iowa
ADMINISTRATIVELY APPROVED NEW APPOINTMENTS
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November, 2009

THE UNIVERSITY OF MICHIGAN – ANN ARBOR

MEDICAL SCHOOL (continued)

Radiology

Foerster, Bradley R., M.D., Assistant Professor of Radiology, effective October 1, 2009 to September 30, 2010, from the Johns Hopkins Hospital, Baltimore, Maryland

SCHOOL OF NURSING

Goldberg, Janet L., M.S.A., Clinical Lecturer in Nursing, effective October 1, 2009 to September 30, 2010, from the University of Michigan, Ann Arbor, Michigan

ADMINISTRATIVELY APPROVED NEW APPOINTMENTS
OF REGULAR INSTRUCTIONAL STAFF
November, 2009

THE UNIVERSITY OF MICHIGAN – FLINT

SCHOOL OF HEALTH PROFESSIONS AND STUDIES

Kammann, Annemarie, M.Ed., Instructor in Physical Therapy, School of Health Professions and Studies, effective September 28, 2009 to June 30, 2012, from self employment, Warren Woods, Michigan
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November, 2009

THE UNIVERSITY OF MICHIGAN – ANN ARBOR

MEDICAL SCHOOL

Pediatrics and Communicable Diseases

Shavit, Jordan A., Ph.D., from Clinical Lecturer in Pediatrics and Communicable Diseases to Assistant Professor of Pediatrics and Communicable Diseases, effective October 1, 2009 to August 31, 2010

Chamdin, Aghiad, M.D., from Clinical Lecturer in Pediatrics and Communicable Diseases to Clinical Assistant Professor of Pediatrics and Communicable Diseases, effective October 1, 2009 to August 31, 2010

Psychiatry

Fitzgerald, Kate D., M.D., from Clinical Lecturer in Psychiatry to Assistant Professor of Psychiatry, effective September 1, 2009 to August 31, 2010

SCHOOL OF MUSIC, THEATRE & DANCE

Gramley, Joseph I, M.M., from Clinical Assistant Professor of Music to Assistant Professor of Music, effective September 1, 2009 to May 31, 2013
Clark-Foos, Arlo, Ph.D., from Instructor in Psychology, Department of Behavioral Sciences to Assistant Professor of Psychology, Department of Behavioral Sciences, effective September 1, 2009 to April 30, 2010

Patel, Nehal A., J.D., from Instructor in Criminal Justice and Sociology, Department of Behavioral Sciences to Assistant Professor of Criminal Justice and Sociology, Department of Behavioral Sciences, effective September 1, 2009 to April 30, 2010

Hayes, Rebecca A., M.A., from Instructor in Communication and Visual Arts to Assistant Professor of Communication and Visual Arts, effective September 1, 2009 to May 31, 2012
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THE UNIVERSITY OF MICHIGAN – ANN ARBOR

LAW SCHOOL

Green, Thomas A., J.D., John Philip Dawson Collegiate Professor of Law, Professor Emeritus of Law, Law School and Professor Emeritus of History, College of Literature, Science, and the Arts, effective September 1, 2009 to December 31, 2009

COLLEGE OF LITERATURE, SCIENCE, AND THE ARTS

Anthropology

Frisancho, A Roberto, Ph.D., Arthur F Thurnau Professor and Professor Emeritus of Anthropology, effective January 1, 2010 to April 30, 2010

MEDICAL SCHOOL

Internal Medicine

Solomon, William R., M.D., Professor Emeritus of Internal Medicine, effective October 1, 2009 to September 30, 2010

Pharmacology

Ruddon Jr., Raymond W., Ph.D., Professor Emeritus of Pharmacology, effective November 1, 2009 to October 31, 2010

SCHOOL OF MUSIC, THEATRE & DANCE

Becker, Judith O., Ph.D., Professor Emerita of Music, effective September 1, 2009 to December 31, 2009

SCHOOL OF NURSING

Barkauskas, Violet H., Ph.D., Associate Professor Emeritus of Nursing, effective October 1, 2009 to May 31, 2010

SCHOOL OF PUBLIC HEALTH

Epidemiology

Kaplan, George A., Ph.D., Thomas Francis Collegiate Professor of Public Health and Professor Emeritus of Epidemiology, effective September 1, 2009 to August 31, 2010
ADMINISTRATIVELY APPROVED EMERITUS/A FACULTY APPOINTMENTS
November, 2009

THE UNIVERSITY OF MICHIGAN – ANN ARBOR

SCHOOL OF SOCIAL WORK

Allen-Meares, Paula, Ph.D., Norma Radin Collegiate Professor of Social Work, Professor Emerita of Social Work, School of Social Work and Professor Emerita of Education, School of Education, effective October 1, 2009 to March 31, 2010

Jayaratne, Srinika D., Ph.D., Professor Emeritus of Social Work, effective January 1, 2010 to June 30, 2010
ADMINISTRATIVELY APPROVED LEAVES OF ABSENCE
GRANTED TO REGULAR INSTRUCTIONAL STAFF
November, 2009

THE UNIVERSITY OF MICHIGAN – ANN ARBOR

COLLEGE OF ENGINEERING

Aerospace Engineering

Bernal, Luis P., Ph.D., Associate Professor of Aerospace Engineering, with tenure, on sabbatical leave effective January 1, 2010 to May 31, 2010, to continue research on flapping wing aerodynamic research. Work will be done in Florida.

Chemical Engineering

Kotov, Nicholas, Ph.D., Professor of Chemical Engineering, with tenure, Professor of Biomedical Engineering, without tenure and Professor of Materials Science and Engineering, without tenure, on sabbatical leave effective September 1, 2009 to May 31, 2010, to develop a new program in Thermodynamics of Nan particles. Work will be done in France, Korea, China, Spain and Ann Arbor, Michigan.

Thompson Jr., Levi T., Ph.D., Richard E Balzhiser Collegiate Professor of Chemical Engineering, Hydrogen Energy Technology Laboratory, Professor of Chemical Engineering, with tenure and Professor of Mechanical Engineering, without tenure, on sabbatical leave effective September 1, 2009 to May 31, 2010, to conduct research in the use of x-ray absorption spectroscopy’s to characterize nonostructured carbide and nitride catalysts. Work will be done in Delaware and Ann Arbor, Michigan.

Woolf, Peter J., Ph.D., Assistant Professor of Chemical Engineering and Assistant Professor of Biomedical Engineering, on personal leave effective September 1, 2009 to August 31, 2010.

Electrical Engineering and Computer Science

England, Anthony W., Ph.D., Professor of Electrical Engineering and Computer Science, with tenure and Professor of Atmospheric, Oceanic and Space Sciences, without tenure, on sabbatical leave effective September 1, 2009 to May 31, 2009, to conduct complex field experiments, process the data and cast them into a model of land-atmosphere moisture and energy fluxes in both agricultural and snow-covered terrains. Work will be done in Ann Arbor, Michigan.
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THE UNIVERSITY OF MICHIGAN – ANN ARBOR

COLLEGE OF ENGINEERING (continued)

Electrical Engineering and Computer Science (continued)

Kanicki, Jerzy, D.Sc., Professor of Electrical Engineering and Computer Science, with tenure and Professor of Macromolecular Science and Engineering, without tenure, on sabbatical leave effective September 1, 2009 to May 31, 2010, to conduct research on "Image Sensors on Curved Surfaces". Work will be done at the University of California, San Diego, California.

Sadanandarao, Sandeep P., Ph.D., Associate Professor of Electrical Engineering and Computer Science, with tenure, on sabbatical leave effective September 1, 2009 to December 31, 2009, to continue research activity on coding theory and information theory. Work will be done in Ann Arbor, Michigan.

Mechanical Engineering

Grosh, Karl, Ph.D., Professor of Mechanical Engineering, with tenure and Professor of Biomedical Engineering, without tenure, on sabbatical leave effective September 1, 2009 to May 31, 2010, to conduct research on cochlear mechanics. Work will be done in Ann Arbor, Michigan.

Mazumder, Jyotirmoy, Ph.D., Robert H Lurie Professor of Mechanical Engineering, Professor of Mechanical Engineering, with tenure and Professor of Materials Science and Engineering, without tenure, on sabbatical leave effective September 1, 2009 to December 31, 2009, to deliver Lectures at different locations. Work will be done in Kolkata, India, Manchester, England and Melbourne, Australia.

Akhavan, Rayhaneh, Ph.D., Associate Professor of Mechanical Engineering, with tenure, on sabbatical leave effective September 1, 2009 to May 31, 2010, to publish findings as journal articles and possibly a monograph. Work will be done in Ann Arbor, Michigan.

LAW SCHOOL

Primus, Richard A., J.D., Professor of Law, with tenure, on sabbatical leave effective September 1, 2009 to December 31, 2009, to continue prescriptive constitutional interpretation and dealing with American constitutional decision-making after the Civil War. Work will be done in Ann Arbor, Michigan.
Waggoner, Lawrence W., J.D., Lewis M Simes Professor of Law and Professor of Law, with tenure, on retirement furlough effective September 1, 2010 to May 31, 2011.

Beny, Laura N., J.D., Assistant Professor of Law, on sabbatical leave effective September 1, 2009 to December 31, 2009, to complete writing and publication projects. Work will be done in Southern Sudan.

COLLEGE OF LITERATURE, SCIENCE, AND THE ARTS

Anthropology

Irvine, Judith T., Ph.D., Edward Sapir Collegiate Professor of Linguistic Anthropology and Professor of Anthropology, with tenure, on duty off campus leave effective September 1, 2009 to December 31, 2009, to work on a book manuscript on language ideologies. Work will be done in Ann Arbor, Michigan.

Keane Jr., Webb, Ph.D., Professor of Anthropology, with tenure, on sabbatical leave effective September 1, 2009 to December 31, 2009, to conduct research and writing on anthropology of morality. Work will be done in Ann Arbor, Michigan.

Kottak, Conrad P., Ph.D., Julian H Steward Collegiate Professor of Anthropology and Professor of Anthropology, with tenure, on retirement furlough effective January 1, 2010 to December 31, 2010.

Asian Languages and Cultures

Brown, Miranda D., Ph.D., Associate Professor of Asian Languages and Cultures, with tenure, on sabbatical leave effective September 1, 2009 to December 31, 2009, to work on a book-length manuscript entitled "Origins of Acupuncture". Work will be done in Ann Arbor, Michigan.

Chemistry

Coucouvanis, Dimitri N., Ph.D., Lawrence S Bartell Collegiate Professor of Chemistry and Professor of Chemistry, with tenure, on retirement furlough effective January 1, 2009 to May 31, 2010. Phased Retirement
ADMINISTRATIVELY APPROVED LEAVES OF ABSENCE
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THE UNIVERSITY OF MICHIGAN – ANN ARBOR

COLLEGE OF LITERATURE, SCIENCE, AND THE ARTS (continued)

Chemistry (continued)

Fierke, Carol A., Ph.D., Jerome and Isabella Karle Collegiate Professor of Chemistry, Professor of Chemistry, with tenure, College of Literature, Science, and the Arts and Professor of Biological Chemistry, without tenure, Medical School, on sabbatical leave effective September 1, 2009 to December 31, 2009, to work on writing manuscripts. Work will be done in Ann Arbor, Michigan.

Classical Studies

Cameron, H Don., Ph.D., Arthur F Thurnau Professor and Professor of Greek and Latin, Department of Classical Studies, with tenure, on retirement furlough effective January 1, 2010 to December 31, 2010.

Communication Studies

Bushman, Brad J., Ph.D., Professor of Communication Studies, with tenure and Professor of Psychology, without tenure, on sabbatical leave effective September 1, 2009 to December 31, 2009, to develop software to conduct meta-analytic reviews, study the influence of emotion on aggressive behavior, to do a meta-analysis on the effects of alcohol on aggression and to continue the study of prejudice against Muslims and Arabs. Work will be done at the Iowa State University, Ames, Iowa, the University of Colorado, Boulder, Colorado, the Grenoble University, Grenoble, France and the Universitatea de Vest, Timisoara, Romania.

Comparative Literature

Coles, Santiago, Ph.D., Associate Professor of Comparative Literature, with tenure and Associate Professor of Residential College, without tenure, on scholarly activity leave effective September 1, 2009 to December 31, 2009, to complete manuscripts for a second book. Work will be done in Saint Louis, Missouri.

Ecology and Evolutionary Biology

Berry, Paul E., Ph.D., Professor of Ecology and Evolutionary Biology, with tenure, on duty off campus leave effective September 1, 2009 to December 31, 2009, to conduct field work and a Euphorbia project. Work will be done at the University of Michigan, Ann Arbor, Michigan and Madagascar.
Nadelhoffer, Knute J., Ph.D., Professor of Ecology and Evolutionary Biology, with tenure, on sabbatical leave effective September 1, 2009 to December 31, 2009, to continue research and develop synthesis manuscripts. Work will be done in Ann Arbor, Michigan.

Rathcke, Beverly J., Ph.D., Associate Professor of Ecology and Evolutionary Biology, with tenure, on retirement furlough effective September 1, 2009 to May 31, 2010.

Economics

Shapiro, Matthew D., Ph.D., Lawrence R Klein Collegiate Professor of Economics and Professor of Economics, with tenure, on sabbatical leave effective September 1, 2009 to December 31, 2009, to conduct research concerning how retirees deal with shocks to income, asset values, health and ability to live independently. Work will be done in Ann Arbor, Michigan.

Nakajima, Daisuke, Ph.D., Assistant Professor of Economics, on duty off campus leave effective September 1, 2009 to December 31, 2009, to meet and visit with co-authors. Work will be done outside of Michigan.

English Language and Literature

Brater, Enoch, Ph.D., Kenneth T Rowe Collegiate Professor of Dramatic Literature, Professor of English Language and Literature, with tenure, College of Literature, Science, and the Arts and Professor of Theatre, without tenure, School of Music, Theatre & Dance, on duty off campus leave effective September 1, 2009 to May 31, 2010, to serve as Director of the Academic Year Program. Work will be done in Florence, Italy.

Davies, Peter H., M.A., Professor of English Language and Literature, with tenure, on scholarly activity leave effective September 1, 2009 to May 31, 2010, to continue research and writing of a book. Work will be done in Ann Arbor, Michigan.
Larsen-Freeman, Diane E., Ph.D., Professor of Linguistics, without tenure, College of Literature, Science, and the Arts and Professor of Education, with tenure, School of Education, on sabbatical leave effective September 1, 2009 to December 31, 2009, to conduct research on intellectual history of applied linguistics. Work will be done in Italy, Greece, South Africa and Vermont.

Schoenfeldt, Michael C., Ph.D., Professor of English Language and Literature, with tenure, on duty off campus leave effective September 1, 2009 to December 31, 2009, to write a book on Reason and Passion in Early Modern England. Work will be done in Ann Arbor, Michigan.

Siebers, Tobin A., Ph.D., Vernon Louis Parrington Collegiate Professor of Literacy and Cultural Criticism, Professor of English Language and Literature, with tenure, College of Literature, Science, and the Arts and Professor of Art and Design, without tenure, School of Art and Design, on duty off campus leave effective September 1, 2009 to December 31, 2009, to work on a book entitled "Disability Aesthetics". Work will be done in Paris, France.

Smith, Sidonie A., Ph.D., Martha Guernsey Colby Collegiate Professor of English and Women's Studies, Professor of English Language and Literature, with tenure and Professor of Women's Studies, with tenure, on duty off campus leave effective September 1, 2009 to December 31, 2009, to complete two books and begin a new book. Work will be done in Ann Arbor, Michigan.

Traub, Valerie J., Ph.D., Professor of English Language and Literature, with tenure and Professor of Women's Studies, without tenure, on duty off campus leave effective January 1, 2010 to May 31, 2010, to complete a book manuscript and begin another. Work will be done in Ann Arbor, Michigan.

Vicinus, Martha J., Ph.D., Eliza M Mosher Distinguished University Professor and Professor of English and Women's Studies, Department of English Language and Literature, with tenure, on duty off campus leave effective September 1, 2009 to May 31, 2010, to conduct research and writing of a new book entitled "Cosmopolitan Women, 1880 - 1930". Work will be done in Boston, Massachusetts, Florence, Italy and Madrid, Spain.
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THE UNIVERSITY OF MICHIGAN – ANN ARBOR

COLLEGE OF LITERATURE, SCIENCE, AND THE ARTS (continued)

English Language and Literature (continued)

Wald, Alan M., Ph.D., H Chandler Davis Collegiate Professor of English and American Culture and Professor of English and American Culture, Department of English Language and Literature, with tenure, on sabbatical leave effective September 1, 2009 to December 31, 2009, to work on a third volume of a trilogy under contract to UNC press. Work will be done in Ann Arbor, Michigan.

Williams, Ralph G., Ph.D., Arthur F Thurnau Professor and Professor of English Language and Literature, with tenure, on duty off campus leave effective September 1, 2009 to May 31, 2010, to conduct a writing project on Shakespeare and the Bible. Work will be done in Ann Arbor, Michigan and London, England.

Geological Sciences

Kesler, Stephen E., Ph.D., Professor of Geological Sciences, with tenure, on retirement furlough effective January 1, 2010 to May 31, 2011. Phased Retirement

van Keken, Peter E., Ph.D., Professor of Geological Sciences, with tenure, on sabbatical leave effective September 1, 2009 to December 31, 2009, to further develop high resolution, parallel finite element software for the modeling of mantle convection and validation and benchmarking of codes by comparison with analogue systems. Work will be done in Paris, France.

Becker, Udo, Ph.D., Associate Professor of Geological Sciences, with tenure, on sabbatical leave effective September 1, 2009 to December 31, 2009, to conduct research on competitive adsorption of different anions on hematite surfaces, proton and metal binding of humic acids, electron transfer between bacteria through mineral surfaces and redox active complexes. Work will be done in Zurich, Switzerland.

Germanic Languages and Literatures

Spector, Scott, Ph.D., Associate Professor of Germanic Languages and Literatures, with tenure, Associate Professor of History, with tenure, and Associate Professor of Judaic Studies, without tenure, on sabbatical leave effective September 1, 2009 to December 31, 2009, to complete a book on Violent Sensations. Work will be done in Ann Arbor, Michigan.
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THE UNIVERSITY OF MICHIGAN – ANN ARBOR

COLLEGE OF LITERATURE, SCIENCE, AND THE ARTS (continued)

History

Cohen, David W., Ph.D., Lemuel A Johnson Collegiate Professor of African History and Anthropology, Professor of History, with tenure and Professor of Anthropology, with tenure, on duty off campus leave effective September 1, 2009 to December 31, 2009, to continue research and writing on the historical anthropology and pre-colonial African History. Work will be done in Ann Arbor, Michigan.

Deloria, Philip J., Ph.D., Carroll Smith-Rosenberg Collegiate Professor of History, Richard Hudson Research Professor of History, Professor of History, with tenure and Professor of American Culture, with tenure, on sabbatical leave effective September 1, 2009 to December, to complete writing on a special project. Work will be done in Ann Arbor, Michigan.

Kivelson, Valerie A., Ph.D., Arthur F Thurnau Professor and Professor of History, with tenure, on scholarly activity leave effective September 1, 2009 to May 31, 2010, to write a book on Russian witchcraft. Work will be done in Ann Arbor, Michigan.

Rosenberg, William G., Ph.D., Alfred G Meyer Collegiate Professor of History and Professor of History, with tenure, on retirement furlough effective September 1, 2009 to May 31, 2010.

Trautmann, Thomas R., Ph.D., Marshall Sahlins Collegiate Professor of History and Anthropology, Professor of Anthropology, without tenure and Professor of History, with tenure, on retirement furlough effective January 1, 2010 to December 31, 2010.

Caulfield, Sueann, Ph.D., Associate Professor of History, with tenure and Associate Professor of Residential College, without tenure, on sabbatical leave effective September 1, 2009 to December 31, 2009, to complete a book draft on legitimacy in Brazilian legal and social history 1889-2009. Work will be done in Brazil.

Truits, Richard L., Ph.D., Associate Professor of History, with tenure and Associate Professor of Afroamerican and African Studies, with tenure, on scholarly activity leave effective September 1, 2009 to May 31, 2010, to conduct research and writing a book entitled "New World of Color: Slavery, Freedom and the Making of Race in Santo Domingo and the Atlantic World". Work will be done in Ann Arbor, Michigan.
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THE UNIVERSITY OF MICHIGAN – ANN ARBOR

COLLEGE OF LITERATURE, SCIENCE, AND THE ARTS (continued)

History of Art

Timmermann, Achim, P.D., Assistant Professor of History of Art, College of Literature, Science, and the Arts and Assistant Professor of Architecture, A Alfred Taubman College of Architecture and Urban Planning, on duty off campus leave effective September 1, 2009 to December 31, 2009, to conduct research on a book project entitled "Pathways to Heaven: Wayside Crossen and the Making of Central European Landscape". Work will be done in Munich, Germany.

Program in Linguistics

Keller-Cohen, Deborah, Ph.D., Professor of Linguistics, with tenure, Professor of Women's Studies, without tenure, College of Literature, Science, and the Arts and Professor of Education, without tenure, School of Education, on sabbatical leave effective September 1, 2009 to December 31, 2009, to conduct research on public discourses about aging. Work will be done in Ann Arbor, Michigan and England.

Coetzee, Andries W., Ph.D., Assistant Professor of Linguistics, Program in Linguistics, on duty off campus leave effective September 1, 2009 to December 31, 2009, for a nurturance leave. Work will be done in Ann Arbor, Michigan.

Mathematics

DeBacker, Stephen M., Ph.D., Professor of Mathematics, with tenure, on sabbatical leave effective September 1, 2009 to December 31, 2009, to complete work on establishing stability results for L-packets of very generic supucuspidal representatives. Work will be done in Ann Arbor, Michigan.

Stensones, Berit, Ph.D., Professor of Mathematics, with tenure, on sabbatical leave effective September 1, 2009 to December 31, 2009, to work on a book entitled "Envelopes of Holomorphy". Work will be done in Norway.

Uribe-Ahumada, Alejandro, Ph.D., Professor of Mathematics, with tenure, on sabbatical leave effective September 1, 2009 to December 31, 2009, to complete writing a monograph on wave equation methods in spectral theory. Work will be done in Boston, Massachusetts, Paris, France and Toronto, Canada.
Mathematics (continued)

Wu, Sijue, Ph.D., Robert W and Lynn H Browne Professor of Science and Professor of Mathematics, with tenure, on scholarly activity leave effective September 1, 2009 to May 31, 2010, to conduct research on problems in fluid dynamics, including water waves. Work will be done at the Institute for Mathematics and Applications, Minneapolis, Minnesota.

Moore, Kristen S., Ph.D., Associate Professor of Mathematics, with tenure, on sabbatical leave effective September 1, 2009 to December 31, 2009, to continue work on attainment of the professional designation Fellow of the Society of Actuaries (FSA). Work will be done in Ann Arbor, Michigan.

Bayraktar, Erhan, Ph.D., Assistant Professor of Mathematics, on duty off campus leave effective September 1, 2009 to December 31, 2009, to conduct research. Work will be done in Ann Arbor, Michigan.

Near Eastern Studies

Bardakjian, Kevork B., D.Phil., Marie Manoogian Professor of Armenian Languages and Literatures, Professor of Armenian Languages and Literatures, Department of Near Eastern Studies, with tenure and Professor of Slavic Languages and Literatures, with tenure, on sabbatical leave effective September 1, 2009 to May 31, 2010, to edit the proceedings of the Armenian Apocalyptic conference and translation of the 17th century chronicles. Work will be done in Armenia, Italy and Turkey.

Philosophy

Jacobson, Daniel, Ph.D., Professor of Philosophy, with tenure, on duty off campus leave effective September 1, 2009 to December 31, 2009, in recognition of sabbatical equity earned at BGSU. Work will be done in Ann Arbor, Michigan.

Loeb, Louis E., Ph.D., Professor of Philosophy, with tenure, on scholarly activity leave effective September 1, 2009 to December 31, 2009, to conduct research on Hume. Work will be done in Ann Arbor, Michigan.
Railton, Peter A., Ph.D., Arthur F Thurnau Professor, John Stephenson Perrin Professor and Professor of Philosophy, with tenure, on duty off campus leave effective September 1, 2009 to December 31, 2009, to work on a group of research projects that are nearing readiness for publication. Work will be done in Ann Arbor, Michigan.

Swanson, Eric P., Ph.D., Assistant Professor of Philosophy, on duty off campus leave effective September 1, 2009 to December 31, 2009, to complete work on constraint semantics and complete work on the re modality and counterpart theory. Work will be done in Ann Arbor, Michigan.

Political Science

Franzese Jr., Robert J., Ph.D., Professor of Political Science, with tenure, on sabbatical leave effective September 1, 2009 to December 31, 2009, to complete research and writing a text on spatial-econometric models of interdependence for all political social sciences. Work will be done in Ann Arbor, Michigan and Illinois.

Kinder, Donald R., Ph.D., James Orin Murfin Professor of Political Science, Philip E Converse Collegiate Professor of Political Science, Professor of Political Science, with tenure and Professor of Psychology, without tenure, on duty off campus leave effective September 1, 2009 to December 31, 2009, to complete a book on racial politics. Work will be done in Ann Arbor, Michigan.

Lupia, Arthur, Ph.D., Hal R Varian Collegiate Professor of Political Sciences and Professor of Political Science, with tenure, on sabbatical leave effective September 1, 2009 to December 31, 2009, to complete a book manuscript on how to improve voter competence. Work will be done in Ann Arbor, Michigan.

Zeisberg, Mariah A., Ph.D., Assistant Professor of Political Science, on duty off campus leave effective September 1, 2009 to May 31, 2010, to teach a course in the fall 2009. Work will be done at the University of Texas, Austin, Texas.
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THE UNIVERSITY OF MICHIGAN – ANN ARBOR

COLLEGE OF LITERATURE, SCIENCE, AND THE ARTS (continued)

Psychology

Lee, Fiona, Ph.D., Professor of Psychology, with tenure, College of Literature, Science, and the Arts and Associate Professor of Business Administration, with tenure, Stephen M Ross School of Business, on sabbatical leave effective September 1, 2009 to December 31, 2009, to collect field data on how identity integration impacts innovation in the workplace. Work will be done in California.

Beehner, Jacinta C., Ph.D., Assistant Professor of Psychology and Assistant Professor of Anthropology, on duty off campus leave effective September 1, 2009 to December 31, 2009, to conduct research and writing. Work will be done in Ann Arbor, Michigan.

Bergman, Thore J., Ph.D., Assistant Professor of Psychology and Assistant Professor of Ecology and Evolutionary Biology, on duty off campus leave effective September 1, 2009 to December 31, 2009, to conduct research and writing. Work will be done in Ann Arbor, Michigan.

Weissman, Daniel H., Ph.D., Assistant Professor of Psychology, on duty off campus leave effective September 1, 2009 to December 31, 2009, for nurturance to work on research. Work will be done in Ann Arbor, Michigan.

Romance Languages and Literatures

Binetti, Vincenzo A., Ph.D., Professor of Italian, Department of Romance Languages and Literatures, with tenure, on duty off campus leave effective September 1, 2009 to December 31, 2009, to attend the Florence study abroad program. Work will be done in Florence, Italy.

Herrero-Olaizola, Alejandro, Ph.D., Professor of Spanish, Department of Romance Languages and Literatures, with tenure, on scholarly activity leave effective September 1, 2009 to May 31, 2010, to conduct research and writing a book entitled "Latin America Across the Seas". Work will be done in Ann Arbor, Michigan, Los Angeles, California and Columbia.

Hayes, Jarrod L., Ph.D., Associate Professor of French, Department of Romance Languages and Literatures, with tenure, on sabbatical leave effective September 1, 2009 to December 31, 2009, to complete a second book manuscript entitled "Queer Roots for the Diaspora, Ghosts in the Family Tree". Work will be done in North Carolina.
Hoffmann, George P., Ph.D., Associate Professor of French, Department of Romance Languages and Literatures, with tenure, on sabbatical leave effective September 1, 2009 to December 31, 2009, to complete a book manuscript. Work will be done in Ann Arbor, Michigan.

Szpiech, Ryan W., Ph.D., Assistant Professor of Romance Languages and Literatures and Assistant Professor of Judaic Studies, on scholarly activity leave effective September 1, 2009 to May 31, 2010, to work on fellowship in residence. Work will be done at the University of Michigan, Ann Arbor, Michigan.

Rivero, Yeidy M., Ph.D., Associate Professor of American Culture, with tenure and Associate Professor of Screen Arts and Cultures, with tenure, on scholarly activity leave effective September 1, 2009 to December 31, 2009, to teach a graduate seminar and present work at the Annenberg's public lectures and seminars series. Work will be done at the University of Pennsylvania, Annenberg, Pennsylvania.

Somers, Margaret R., Ph.D., Professor of Sociology, with tenure and Professor of History, without tenure, on scholarly activity leave effective September 1, 2009 to May 31, 2010, to conduct research and writing. Work will be done in Stanford, California.

Zubrzycki, Genevieve, Ph.D., Associate Professor of Sociology, with tenure, on sabbatical leave effective September 1, 2009 to December 31, 2009, to conduct research and writing of a book project. Work will be done in Ann Arbor, Michigan.

Harding, David J., Ph.D., Assistant Professor of Sociology, on duty off campus leave effective September 1, 2009 to December 31, 2009, to continue research. Work will be done in Ann Arbor, Michigan.
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THE UNIVERSITY OF MICHIGAN – ANN ARBOR

MEDICAL SCHOOL

Family Medicine

Parker Teatherstone, Ebony C., M.D., Clinical Lecturer in Family Medicine, on personal leave effective September 3, 2009 to September 14, 2009.

Internal Medicine

Krieger, Kristen, M.D., Assistant Professor of Internal Medicine and Assistant Professor of Pediatrics and Communicable Diseases, on extended sick leave effective July 23, 2009 to September 30, 2009.

Wang, Emily T., M.D., Assistant Professor of Internal Medicine, on childcare leave effective October 21, 2009 to December 20, 2009.

Gencyuz, Charisse, M.D., Clinical Instructor in Internal Medicine, on extended sick leave effective September 22, 2009 to November 8, 2009.

SCHOOL OF MUSIC, THEATRE & DANCE

Kirshner, Andrew J., D.M.A., Associate Professor of Music, with tenure, School of Music, Theatre & Dance and Associate Professor of Art and Design, with tenure, School of Art and Design, on sabbatical leave effective January 1, 2010 to May 31, 2010, to complete the music and screenplay for a musical film entitled "Miss Smith's Secret". Work will be done in Ann Arbor, Michigan, Maine and New York.

SCHOOL OR NATURAL RESOURCES AND ENVIRONMENT

Currie, William S., Ph.D., Associate Professor of Natural Resources and Environment, with tenure, on sabbatical leave effective January 1, 2010 to May 31, 2010, to strengthen and broaden research program by focusing on the development of a new modeling approach to study interactions in coupled human-natural systems. Work will be done in Ann Arbor, Michigan.
ADMINISTRATIVELY APPROVED LEAVES OF ABSENCE
GRANTED TO REGULAR INSTRUCTIONAL STAFF
November, 2009

THE UNIVERSITY OF MICHIGAN – ANN ARBOR

COLLEGE OF PHARMACY

Yang, Victor C. M., Ph.D., Albert B Prescott Professor of Pharmaceutics and Professor of Pharmaceutical Sciences, with tenure, on sabbatical leave effective September 1, 2009 to December 31, 2009 and March 1, 2010 to April 30, 2010, to explore the possibility of initiating animal studies and possible human testing and establish formal academic exchange relationship with other laboratories. Work will be done in Seoul, Korea and China.

SCHOOL OF PUBLIC HEALTH

Biostatistics

Murray, Susan, Sc.D., Associate Professor of Biostatistics, with tenure, on sabbatical leave effective September 1, 2009 to May 31, 2010, to continue research in Organ Allocation Issues and Pulmonary Medicine. Work will be done in Ann Arbor, Michigan.

Schaubel, Douglas E., Ph.D., Associate Professor of Biostatistics, with tenure, on sabbatical leave effective January 1, 2010 to May 31, 2010, to gain knowledge and experience with micro simulation models. Work will be done in Ann Arbor, Michigan.

Health Management and Policy

McLaughlin, Catherine G., Ph.D., Professor of Health Management and Policy, with tenure, on retirement furlough effective September 1, 2009 to December 31, 2012.

Phased Retirement

GERALD R FORD SCHOOL OF PUBLIC POLICY

Gerber, Elisabeth, Ph.D., Professor of Public Policy, with tenure, on sabbatical leave effective September 1, 2009 to December 31, 2009, to continue research and write a book manuscript. Work will be done in Ann Arbor, Michigan.
ADMINISTRATIVELY APPROVED LEAVES OF ABSENCE
GRANTED TO REGULAR INSTRUCTIONAL STAFF
November, 2009

THE UNIVERSITY OF MICHIGAN – DEARBORN

COLLEGE OF ARTS, SCIENCES AND LETTERS

Language, Culture and Communication

Kiska, Timothy O., M.A., Associate Professor of Communications, Department of Language, Culture, and Communications, with tenure, on sabbatical leave effective September 1, 2009 to December 31, 2009, to work on a book about the rise and fall of the U.S. newspaper industry. Work will be done in Ann Arbor, Michigan and Akron, Ohio.

COLLEGE OF ENGINEERING AND COMPUTER SCIENCE

Computer and Information Science

Zhu, Qiang, Ph.D., Professor of Computer and Information Science, College of Engineering and Computer Science, with tenure, on sabbatical leave effective September 1, 2009 to December 31, 2009, to conduct studies on query processing and optimization techniques for advanced data base systems. Work will be done at the University of Michigan, Ann Arbor, Michigan.

Shen, Jie, Ph.D., Associate Professor of Computer and Information Science, College of Engineering and Computer Science, with tenure, on sabbatical leave effective September 1, 2009 to December 31, 2009, to conduct research in the computational diagnosis and prognosis of three-dimensional composite material. Work will be done at the Michigan State University, East Lansing, Michigan and the University of Michigan, Ann Arbor, Michigan.

SCHOOL OF MANAGEMENT STUDIES

Lev, Benjamin, Ph.D., Professor of Decision Science, Department of Management Studies, with tenure, on personal leave effective January 1, 2010 to December 31, 2010.
ADMINISTRATIVELY APPROVED LEAVES OF ABSENCE
GRANTED TO REGULAR INSTRUCTIONAL STAFF
November, 2009

THE UNIVERSITY OF MICHIGAN – FLINT

SCHOOL OF MANAGEMENT

Kartha, C. Peethambaran, Ph.D., David M French Professor and Professor of Quantitative Methods in Management, with tenure, on sabbatical leave effective September 1, 2009 to December 31, 2009, to conduct research in the area of application of statistical models in Quality Management. Work will be done in India and Europe.

CANCELLATION OF
ADMINISTRATIVELY APPROVED LEAVES OF ABSENCE
GRANTED TO REGULAR INSTRUCTIONAL STAFF
November, 2009

THE UNIVERSITY OF MICHIGAN – ANN ARBOR

SCHOOL OF SOCIAL WORK

Taylor, Robert J., Ph.D., Sheila Feld Collegiate Professor of Social Work and Professor of Social Work, with tenure, on sabbatical leave effective January 1, 2010 to May 31, 2010. Cancelled
CORRECTION TO
ADMINISTRATIVELY APPROVED LEAVES OF ABSENCE
GRANTED TO REGULAR INSTRUCTIONAL STAFF
November, 2009

THE UNIVERSITY OF MICHIGAN – ANN ARBOR

MEDICAL SCHOOL

Ophthalmology and Visual Science

Swaroop, Anand, Ph.D., Professor of Ophthalmology and Visual Sciences, with tenure and Professor of Human Genetics, without tenure, on intergovernmental leave effective September 7, 2007 to September 6, 2010. Previously reported as September 7, 2007 to September 6, 2009.

Radiology

Maly Sundgren, Pia C., M.D., Professor of Radiology, without tenure, on personal leave effective June 1, 2009 to August 14, 2009 and September 2, 2009 to October 31, 2009. Previously reported as September 2, 2009 to September 30, 2009.

SCHOOL OF NURSING

Kruszewski, Ann Z., Ph.D., Assistant Professor of Nursing, on retirement furlough effective September 1, 2008 to May 31, 2011. Phased Previously reported as September 1, 2008 to May 31, 2010.
TERMINATIONS OF REGULAR INSTRUCTIONAL STAFF
November, 2009

THE UNIVERSITY OF MICHIGAN – ANN ARBOR

SCHOOL OF EDUCATION

Dey, Eric, Ph.D., Professor of Education, with tenure, resigned after 16 years of service, effective September 24, 2009, to accept a position at the University of Virginia, Charlottesville, Virginia

MEDICAL SCHOOL

Anesthesiology

Rodziewicz, Catherine, M.D., Clinical Assistant Professor of Anesthesiology, resigned after 11 years of service, effective November 1, 2009, to accept a position at the University of Southern California, Los Angeles, California

Ophthalmology and Visual Science

Vine, Andrew, M.D., Professor of Ophthalmology and Visual Science, with tenure, retired after 29 years of service, effective October 5, 2009

Sanchez, Angela, M.D., Clinical Lecturer in Ophthalmology and Visual Science, appointment completed after 1 year of service, effective October 2, 2009

Radiology

Sahiner, Berkman, Ph.D., Associate Professor of Radiology, with tenure, resigned after 20 years of service, effective October 8, 2009, to accept a different position at the University of Michigan, Ann Arbor, Michigan

Kratochwill, Estelle S., M.D., Clinical Lecturer in Radiology, resigned after 7 years of service, effective October 16, 2009, for personal reasons

COLLEGE OF PHARMACY

Kenyon, George L., Ph.D., Tom D Rowe Collegiate Professor of Pharmacy and Professor of Pharmacy, with tenure, retired after 70 years of service, effective December 31, 2009